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Sword art online lisbeth and silica

Confirmed in the latest trailer for SWORD ART ONLINE Alicization Lycoris and to the delight of fans, Sinon, Leafa, Silica and Lisbeth will make their appearance in the game! Watch the cast reunite in this trailer, along with Reona's original Song Scar/let: Recurring characters from the Sword Art Online
franchise, the four heroines will return once again to help Kirito on his journey through the Underworld. Players will be able to add them to their party and use their strengths to defeat their enemies! SWORD ART ONLINE Alicization Lycoris will be available on July 10, 2020 for playstation®4, Xbox One and
PC via STEAM in Southeast Asia. For more information about SWORD ART ONLINE Alicization Lycoris, you can visit the official page of the game: Confirmed in the new trailer for SWORD ART ONLINE Alicization Lycoris and to the delight of all fans, Sinon, Leafa, Silica and Lisbeth will be present in the
game! Recurring characters from the Sword Art Online franchise, the four heroines will return once again to help Kirito on his journey through the Underworld. Players can add them to their party and use their strengths to defeat enemies! Sword Art Online: Alicization Lycoris is a play video game for
Playstation 4, Xbox One.La the release date of Sword Art Online: Alicization Lycoris is May 22, 2020 for the PlayStation 4, Xbox One. To answer you need to enter or register. Main vocals: Sword Art Online. From left to left: Klein, Sinon, Silica, Leafa, Kirito, Asuna, Yui and Lisbeth This is the list of online
characters from Sword Art. List of Aincrad Kirito /Kazuto Kirigaya 桐Kirigaya Kazuto Voiced by: Yoshitsugu Matsuoka[1] (Japanese ed.), Alessio De Filippis[2] (Italian ed.) Kirito is the protagonist of Art Sword Online (SAO). Having been one of the few beta testers, he was able to experience the game
before the official release, and can flaunt amazing experience and knowledge of SAO. Some time after the game begins, Kirito joins a guild, hiding from them that he is a Scout (a term kirito himself called, which is the union of Beta Tester and Cheater), but while exploring a dungeon they fall into a trap,
and Kirito's companions are victims of enemies much stronger than them. Kirito, feeling responsible for the incident, decides to continue his journey to the 100th floor alone without involving other players. Kirito's abilities will improve even more when, mysteriously, one day he realizes that he has access to
an unknown skill never seen before in SAO, the wielded double; not to provoke anger or envy from other players, it will try to keep this ability hidden. Asuna (, Asuna Yūki) / Asuna Yūki Voiced by: Haruka Tomatsu[1] (Japanese Ed.), Francesca Manicone[2] and Jolanda Granato[3] (Italian ed.) Asuna is
one of the first people kirito will establish a friendship with. Asuna is famous for its incredible speed, so much so that it is nicknamed Asuna the Lightning. After the first encounter with Kirito, the two will split up, and when they meet again, it will be discovered that Asuna has become one of the deputy
commanders of the Blood Knights, the strongest guild in all of SAO. Initially, Asuna's only thought will be to finish the game, believing that every day past there is a day lost in the real world; this is until he falls in love with Kirito, realizing that despite being a virtual world, the relationship is true. Klein (のの
のの Kurain?) / Ryōtarō Tsuboi (壷 - 遼 Tsuboi Ryōtarō?) Voiced by: Hiroaki Hirata[1] (Japanese ed.), Gabriele Marchingiglio[2] (Italian ed. ) Klein is a novice player who meets Kirito on the official opening day of Sword Art Online and, having recognized him as a beta tester, asks him for courtesy to teach
him the basics. The two part on the same day, after Kayaba explains to all players what he calls the SAO tutorial. Klein proves to be an open and sociable person, defending and respecting Kirito, despite the prevailing and negative opinion about beta testers. When they meet, Klein holds the position of
head of the Fuurinkazan guild, whose members have weapons and equipment dedicated primarily to the red color and follow aesthetically those of the samurai of the Sengoku era. Despite not traveling alongside each other, Klein regularly meets Kirito and his friends, and occasionally performs missions



with them. Yui (のの Yui?) Voiced by: Kanae Itō[japanese ed.), Annalisa Usai[2] (ed. Italian) Initially a character present in the side stories dedicated to the world of SAO, she will then play the supporting role pg in the ALO in the form of Pixie. Yui, mistaken at first for a lost child, turns out to be an artificial
intelligence program within the game. Its full operational name is MHCP v.1 (Mental Health - Counselling Program), also called Yui for players. The main goal of this AI is to monitor the emotions and feelings of players, stand by their side and help them. After the radical change that the world of SAO
suffered during the first official opening day, it is strictly forbidden to contact players, and their function is lost. Unable to do anything but observe the suffering of the players, her encounter with Kirito and Asuna presents her for the first time with feelings of joy and peace. She is initially mistaken for a lost
child amnesia, so the two decide to keep it under their own ward. Its true identity is discovered when, as an artificial program, its cancellation is decreed by SAO. Yui is saved by Kirito, who stores his data on his NerveGear. Yui usually referred to Kirito as Dad and Asuna with his mother. Evil digests when
a girl besides Asuna approaches Kirito. Heathcliff (), Akihiko Kayaba (2019) Voiced by: Tōru Ōkawa[1] / Kōichi Yamadera[1] (Japanese ed.), Marco Balzarotti[2] / Massimiliano Lotti[2] (Italian ed. ) Kayaba is the director and creator of Sword Art Online, as well as the main antagonist of the first narrative
arc. It is because of him that players connected to SAO cannot voluntarily leave the virtual world via logout. In addition, it prevents nervousness from being removed through third parties, as the hardware would destroy the player's brain (through a system that generates very powerful radio waves) in case
of forced removal. The goal, he says, has already been achieved, namely the creation of a real alternative world, and he wants to limit himself to observing the unfolding of events. According to these intentions, he hides under the respected guise of Heathcliff, head of the Blood Knights guild, actively
participating in the virtual world. Although his avatar has the protection of immortality, Kayaba does not strictly need measures like this, such as the creator of SAO, he knows perfectly all of his game mechanics and the best way to fight them. Thanks to this protection, Kayaba defeats Kirito in a first duel,
but is discovered by Kirito, who demonstrates his immortality to the entire Blood Knights guild when, after the fight with the 75th-floor boss, he attacks him with a surprise attack that would have resulted in him being lethal. Despite not resorting to its true features not to be identified, Kayaba chose to create
her own NerveGear with orders to destroy her brain in the event of defeat. Agil (100) / Andrew Gilbert Mills (, Girubāto Miruzu) Voiced by: Hiroki Yasumoto[1] (Ed. Japanese), Claudio Moneta[ed. Italian) Agil (or Egil) is an adult man who also loves online video games, and one of Kirito's closest friends
within SAO. In the game he runs an arsenal, while in the real world he runs a pub. He joins some forays organized by guilds. Your weapon is a big axe, so it's mostly based on heavy attacks. Silica (, Sirica) / Keiko Ayano (綾 珪 Ayano Keiko? Voiced by: Rina Hidaka[1] (Japanese ed.), Serena Clerici[ed.
Italian) Met by Kirito in SAO The first time, Silica is a thirteen-year-old girl who, in a relatively short space of time, learns to tame a very rare creature, a dragon (named Pina), despite being a mid-level player. She enjoys a reputation that has caused many players to flatter her and try to soften her (being a
Japanese idol), making her outof her time. She is used to distancing herself from male players who offer her weddings in the game, despite her young age. One day Silica is lost in a forest, losing its own creature, but fortunately is promptly rescued by Kirito. The boy is incredibly comfortable and willing to
help her, as her features remind him of his younger sister. Thanks to Kirito's fundamental help, Silica manages to bring her dragon back to life and discovers that a so-called scout accompanied her, but does not fear him, as she believes there is nothing to fear from being by the side of such a kind person.
At ALO, Silica is an integral part of the guild that founded Kirito and Asuna, along with Lisbeth, Leafa, Klein, Sinon and Yui. Lisbeth (のののの Rizubetto?) / Rika Shinozaki (篠 - Shinozaki Rika) Voiced by: Ayahi Takagaki[1] (Japanese ed.), Loredana Foresta[ed. Italian) He's a blacksmith. Asuna and Kirito
call her Liz. He initially falls in love with Kirito, but suppresses his feelings when he discovers that he and Asuna are in love with each other. At ALO, Lisbeth is an integral part of the guild that founded Kirito and Asuna, along with Leafa, Silica and Yui. Sachi (い Sachi?) Voiced by: Saori Hayami[japanese
ed.), Emanuela Pacotto[ed. Italian) Sachi was a member of the Moonlit Black Cats guild, the first guild kirito joined. She dies in a dungeon with almost every member of the guild, leaving Kirito in despair, as he cared so much about her. He left a message for Kirito, which is delivered to him on Christmas
Day. After this episode, Kirito no longer partyed with anyone, until she began to stand next to Asuna. Sasha (いa sāsha?) Voiced by: Kyoko Fujii[1] (Japanese ed.), Martina Felli[4] (italian ed.) SAO player who cares for children without parents in the church on the 1st floor. Asuna and Kirito help her when
army guards blind her and part her from some of her children to extort money from her. Diabel (2008) Voiced by: Nobuyuki Hiyama[1] (Japanese ed.), Paolo De Santis[2] (ed. Italian) Former beta-tester who indexes the meeting at the start of the game and dies in the fight against the boss of the 1st floor
while trying to win the rare reward item during the final attack. Kibaou () Voiced by: Tomokazu Seki[1] Japanese player who from the beginning of the game proves to hate beta-testers. Later in the story, it turns out that he has risen at the helm of an Army group and creates hostility on the 1st floor by
sending players with the highest levels forward. He found a secret hunting ground under the Primitive City where he imprisoned one of the army's leaders. Yulier (Yuriēru? Voiced by: Ryōko Shiraishi[1] (ed.Japanese), Elisabetta Spinelli[2] (Italian ed. ) Second Commander of the Army. He asks Asuna and
Kirito for help in saving the Thinker. Thinker (, Shinkā) Voiced by: Takahiro Mizushima[1] (Japanese), Jacopo Calatroni[2] (ed. Italian) Head of the Army who is imprisoned by Kibaou, who arrests him under the primitive city. Kobats (, Kōbattsu) Voiced by: Tetsu Inada (Japanese ed.) Army Player, sent
forward ahead in front of a small army. He dies in the fight against the Blue-Eyed Demon, head of the 74th floor. Main characters in Alfheim Online Leafa (のの Rīfa?) / Suguha Kirigaya (桐 - Kirigaya Suguha? Voiced by: Ayana Taketatsu[1] (Ed. Japanese), Eva Padoan[2] and Jolanda Granato[5] (Sword
Art Online - The Movie: Ordinal Scale) (ed. italian) She is kirito's sister and prima adotive. Suguha (sometimes called Sugu) is a diligent student who has an interest in sports (in fact she practiced kendō for eight years). After Kazuto gets stuck in the world of SAO, Suguha decides to play ALO under the
nickname Leafa. He has feelings for Kazuto, but does not know that those he feels for Asuna are too strong for anything to emerge between them. He accidentally encounters Kirito in the ALO, where players do not retain his real features, helping him search for and rescue Asuna. When she realizes the
depth of Kirito's love for Asuna, and realizing that Kirito is Kazuto, she decides to give him up. Oberon, the Fairy King (のののののの の のののの の Yōsei-ō Obeiron?) / Nobuyuki Sugō (い伸 Suigegō Nobuyuki?) Voiced by: Takehito Koyasu[1] (Japanese ed.), Ruggero Andreozzi[ed. Italian) Main
antagonist of the second narrative arc, Nobuyuki is the director of the recto progress research institute Inc.. Chosen by Asuna's father to marry his daughter, he was adopted by the Yūki family for this reason. He is responsible for not waking up 300 people connected to SAO, including Asuna, after the
VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online RPg Game) was completed. They are all victims of transference and forced permanence in the virtual world of ALO, in which Nobuyuki impersonates the avatar of the King of The Oberon Elves, and intends to study a possible enslavement of the
human mind induced by FullDive technology. She locks Asuna and, despite keeping her as a prisoner, will often see her and refers to her as Titânia, Queen of the Fairies. Using his system commands, he gives it to Kirito, who reached the top of the large Yggdrasil tree to save Asuna, a scorching defeat,
and tries to rape Asuna, but the two are saved by the Phantom Program of Akihiko Kayaba, nobuyuki's old acquaintance who has always lived as a rival. After seeing all his projects go wrong, Nobuyuki, blinded by hatred, will try to kill Kirito even in the real world, an attempt that will not succeed and cost
him freedom. Yūki (の-Yūki?) / Yūki Konno (紺 -綿 Konno Yūki?) Voiced by: Aoi Yūki[6] (Ed. Martina Felli (Italian ed. ) Yūki was born on May 23, 2011. In real life, she appears as a brown-haired girl with helmeted hair and has a very slender body, while her AVATAR in ALO has long purple-black hair and
red eyes; she wears obsidiana armor, a purple skirt, and a thin black hem hanging at the waist. According to the guild leader, Sleeping Knight, Yūki was a happy person to live his life to the best, despite his difficult situation, stating that some things can only be communicated by fighting. Known for
creating the Original Sword Skill of eleven blows Mother Rosario, she died of AIDS on March 29, 2026 at the age of fifteen, giving the ability to Asuna, of whom she was a close friend. Main characters in Gun Gale Online Sinon (, Shino Asada) Voiced by Miyuki Sawashiro[6] (Japanese ed.), Katia
Sorrentino[italian ed. ) ggo player, Sinon is not a skilled shooter, also nicknamed Hecate by the weapon he uses, a PGM Hecate II. After losing her father very early, she became very protective with her mother, whose mood became very fragile after the loss of her husband. After engaging in an armed
robbery, Shino is traumatized and begins harboring fear of guns and men, paranoid who often turned her into a bullied during high school. He decides to participate in the GGO, in which the gunshot wounds are fictitious, to try to overcome his phobia. He teaches the basics of the game to Kirito, who
initially confuses it with a girl because of the very feminine characteristics of his avatar in this VRMMORPG. Sinon also appears in the ALO as archer Caith Sith, helping Kirito retrieve the Sword Excalibur. Death Gun (の- Desu Gan?) / Kyōji Shinkawa (- Shinkawa Kyōji) Voiced by: Sōichirō Hoshi[6] /
Natsuki Hanae[6] (Japanese ed.), Marco Balzarotti / Jacopo Calatroni (italian ed. ) And as a real-world suitor for Sinon, he uses Spiegel's character in GGO (), but uses the Death Weapon avatar to shoot XeXeeD, who has proven to be the strongest player. Kyōji hated XeXeeD because he had spread the
word that increasing the agility parameter was the best choice, and Spiegel's progress had been completely based on this, but then XeXeeD himself revealed that focusing on agility was an ineffective choice. Kyōji later tries to kill Sinon in the real world. Death Gun (の- Desu Gan?) / Shōichi Shinkawa (-
Shinkawa Shōichi) Voiced by: Sōichirō Hoshi[6] / Ryōta Ōsaka[6] (Japanese ed.), Marco Balzarotti / – (ed. Italian) Former member of a PK guild in Sword Art Online, Laughing Coffin, Shōichi, along with his brother Kyōji and another member of Laughing Coffin, finds a way to kill GGO players in reality as
well. Later, enter the Bullet of Bullets tournament under the name Sterben to kill the most qualified players. He usually paralyzes his opponent with a sniper rifle, only to give him the coup de grace with his illusory Weapon of Death, a .30 caliber pistol. When Shōichi shoots a player in the virtual world with
a weapon, his brother and the other member of Laughin Coffin make sure to kill him in the real world with a lethal injection. His avatar in SAO was Zaza Occhi Rossi. List of characters from the Underworld Alice Zuberg (Arisu Tsūberuku) Voiced by: Ai Kayano[12][13] (ed.), Giulia Maniglio[ed. Initially, Alice
was an apprentice of the sacred arts in Sister Arizaya, and brought lunch to Eugeo and Kirito every day. One day he gets lost on the way and realizes that he has made the wrong way as he approaches the Dark Territory, where the World of Humans ends, when he finds himself facing a fierce fight
between knights. Frightened, she tries to hurriedly pull away and falls within the confines of hostile territory, but is promptly rescued by Kirito and Eugeus. Going into the Dark Territory, though unintentionally, Alice breaks a taboo and is therefore destined to be executed by the Knight of Integrity. When he
comes looking for Alice, Eugeus is paralyzed by fear, and Kirito has no time to save the girl before she is taken away. Six years later, a ghostly vision of her manifests itself before Kirito's eyes, revealing to him that she is waiting for him in the Cathedral. Eugeus (Yūjio?) Voiced by: Nobunaga
Shimazaki[12][13] (Japanese ed.), Jacopo Calatroni[3] (ed. Italian) According to Kirito's memoirs, fictitious and instilled in him, Eugeo has been his best friend since childhood in the world of the Underworld, for Alice Zuberg. Eugeo is, in fact, the first person the protagonist encounters after his awakening
in the mysterious and gloomy world of the Underworld, and who welcomes him into his village, where he covers the lumberjack profession. He takes possession of the Blue Rose Sword, although he is unable to use it. After spending five days cutting through Gigas, a giant cedar, a party is set up in Rulid
Village for the event, during which Eugeus reveals his intentions to become a knight. Gabriel Miller (, Gaburieru Mirā) Voiced by: Akira Ishida[13] (Japanese ed. ) Gabriel Miller was born in the Pacific Palisades district in the suburb of Los Angeles, California, in March 1998. Known as the Subtlety in Gun
Gale Online while on the Alicization Project, and temporarily known as Vector, the dark god and Emperor of the Dark Territory. He is the main antagonist in War of the Underworld of the narrative arc of Alicization. He is technology manager of Glowgen Defense Systems and the son of the company's
former president and founder. He played Gun Gale Online (GGO) and won tournaments in the first and fourth editions of bullet of bullets (BoB) on Japanese GGO servers. His father had a hobby of collecting insect samples, and young Gabriel was in the room to see multicolored insects with a magnifying
glass. During these observations, Gabriel began to think about what fed these beings. Her father then showed her a video of the mating of prayer mantises in which the female devoured her partner's head during mating, but the insect continued to move despite having no head anymore. From there, he
began to think where the insect's soul was. After conducting numerous experiments on insects demolishing various parts of their bodies in secret, he concluded that the insect's soul had spread throughout his body. Gabriel wanted to see or even capture that soul. However, despite his numerous
experiments in his secret laboratory, this desire would not come true. Gabriel then began to think about the human soul. Because humans could not live without their heads, he concluded that his soul resided in the brain. She continued her thoughts on the human soul while analyzing her childhood friend,
Alicia Klingerman. Gabriel imagined marrying Alicia Klingerman one day to take a look at her soul, but when the global financial crisis of 2008 began, Alicia's family became heavily indebted. Her obsession with the human soul began when she invited Alicia Klingerman to her secret workshop behind the
forest in her home. From there, when Gabriel and Alicia hugged each other, he took out the needle that his father used insects, to pierce Alicia's left ear while holding her right ear. After Alicia's death, Gabriel saw a small bright cloud coming out of her forehead and thought what she was seeing was her
soul. Since then, he has been obsessed with the human soul. Gabriel showed great interest in FullDive technology created in Japan in his search for anime. He even began studying Japanese and fought japanese players in Gun Gale Online as Subtilizer. He was a legend among GGO players as he was
able to win the 1st Bob Tournament with just a knife and a weapon and win the 4th BoB Tournament without carrying weapons on his own, using the Army's Combatative ability to engage with his opponent, steal the player's weapon, and use it to kill his target. He was able to predict the movements of his
targets to ambush at close range and kill them before they were even able to use their weapons against him. One day, their company was contacted by the National Security Agency and they were invited to participate in an operation to rob the Ocean Turtle to obtain soul translator technology hidden in
secret. Hearing about technology to interact with the human soul and that it had already succeeded in duplicating the soul of a human, Gabriel offered to lead the operation himself. His most famous phrase is His soul will be so sweet Notes ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q (EN) Sword Art Online Voice
Credits, on Behind The Voice Actors. URL accessed September 17, 2019. ^ a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o Sword Art Online, in The World of Voicers. URL accessed September 17, 2019. ^ a b c Sword Art Online: Alicization, home video editing announced by Dynit on AnimeClick.it, June 26, 2019. URL
accessed September 17, 2019. ^ THE WORLD OF THE VOICE ACTOR - MARTINA FELLI page, in www.antoniogenna.net. URL accessed October 16, 2020. ^ Sao Ordinal Scale: here's the list of the film's voice actor at the movies on June 13 and 14, AnimeClick.it, June 6, 2017. URL accessed
September 17, 2019. ^ a b c d e f (EN) Sword Art Online II Voice Credits, on Behind The Voice Actors. URL accessed September 17, 2019. ^ Katia Sorrentino, in Il mondo dei doppiatori. URL accessed September 17, 2019. ^ (JA) Reki Kawahara, Sword Art Online 5: Phantom Bullet, Translation by
Sandro Cecchi, illustrations by abec, vol. 5, ASCII Media Works, 2010, p. 48, ISBN 978-4-04-868763-8. ^ (JA) Reki Kawahara, Sword Art Online 5: Phantom Bullet, Translation by Sandro Cecchi, illustrations by abec, vol. 5, ASCII Media Works, 2010, p. 84, ISBN 978-4-04-868763-8. ^ (JA) Reki
Kawahara, Sword Art Online 5: Phantom Bullet, Translation by Sandro Cecchi, Illustrations by Abec, ASCII Media Works, 2010, p. 89, ISBN 978-4-04-868763-8. ^ a b (JA) Sword Art Online II: episode 2x3, The Memory of Fresh Blood, Tokyo MX, July 19, 2014. ^ a b (EN) Crystalyn Hodgkins, Sword Art
Online: Alicization Anime to Cover Whole Alicization Arc, in Anime News Network, February 16, 2018. URL accessed September 17, 2019. ^ a b c (EN) Sword Art Online: Alicization Voice Credits, on Behind The Voice Actors. URL accessed September 17, 2019. External links (JA) The official website, in
swordart-online.net. Portal anime and manga Portal Literature Extracted from
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